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Campus groups to go to rally 
by Marie Chiche 
THE  BG NEWS 
Several student's organizations 
are getting ready to go to a Rally 
and March in support of 
Affirmative Action in Cincinnati 
on Tuesday. Oct. 23. 
Members of the University 
chapter of the National 
Association for the Advancement 
of Colored  People, the Black 
Student Union, the latino stu- 
dent Union, the Gospel Choir 
and the African American 
Graduate Students Organizations 
will be attending the event orga- 
nized by the Coalition to Defend 
Affirmative Action and 
Integration and Fight for Equality 
by Any Means Necessary 
(BAMN). 
The rally will aim at showing 
the students and community 
support for affirmative action, 
which, according to Anti-Racist 
Activist Tim Wise, encompasses 
any policy or attempt to expend 
opportunity for jobs, college 
administration or government 
contract to people who have his- 
torically been excluded from it. 
On that day, the U.S. 6th Circuit 
Court of Appeals will start the 
hearing for the University of 
Michigan Law School admission 
policies case. The Center for 
Individual Rights is accusing the 
University of Michigan Law 
School admission policy to be 
unfair to white students by lower- 
ing their admission standards for 
minority students. The C1R is 
RALLY, PAGE 3 
Affirmative Action Demonstration 
ATTENDING: All those interested in attending the rally need to register 
before Saturday evening at 372-0529 or by e-mail at 
mdrane@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
TRANSPORTATION: Departure time will be on Tuesday, Oct. 23 at 5:30 " 
a.m. in front ol Saddlemlre Student Services Building. 
SUPPORT: Show support by signing the national petition in favor of 
affirmative action at http:/Avw\v.thepetitionsite.com/takeac- 
tion/506968639 
Firelands construction starts U. gets 
positive 
review 
by Chuck Soder 
IK! BG NEWS 
Efforts to create a study to 
find and fix University prob- 
lems before reaccreditation are 
beating the expectations of out- 
side evalnators and administra- 
tors alike, according to Bill 
Knight, director of Planning and 
Institutional Research. 
The University's decade-long 
accreditation, which provides 
approval for federal funds, ends 
in March 2003. F.valuators from 
the North ( cntr.il Association 
will return then to decide 
whether the University 
deserves reaccreditation. 
The study's progress 
impressed Karen Kietzman, an 
evalnator from the NCA1 ligher 
learning Commission, Knight 
said. "She didn't have a lot to say 
except that we're on the right 
track." 
Kietzman was so impressed 
with the study that she invited 
the group in charge to present it 
at the Higher Learning 
Commission's annual confer- 
ence. 
"We've accomplished a lot 
more than most schools have 
been able to," said Mark 
Gromko, vice provost for acade- 
mic programs. 
Gromko and Knight, project 
coordinators, said the study's 
purpose is to find ways to fix 
weaknesses and keep strengths 
listed in the NCAs 1993 report. 
At the time, the NCA said the 
University needed a closer rela- 
tionship with Firelands College 
in Sandusky. 
Since then, the University has 
added more 300 and 400 level 
classes to the branch and given 
them more of a say in the deci- 
sions that affect them, Knight 
said. "They have more of a seat 
at the table now." 
Also, one of the group's five 
committees is trying to set up a 
regular University-wide evalua- 
tion of student and academic 
REACCREOITION, PAGE 3 
by Marie Chiche 
THE  BG NEKS 
A groundbreaking ceremony 
was conducted yesterday at 
Firelands for the official begin- 
ning of the Cedar Point Center 
construction. The $6 million 
facility is Firelands' first new 
building since 1972. 
"This will transform what 
BGSU Firelands will be able to do 
for our students," said lames 
Smith, Firelands dean. 
The Cedar Point (Center will 
incorporate the latest in technol- 
ogy for its distance education 
classrooms, meetings areas and 
study niches. It will house the 
Offices for Educational Outreach 
and Instructional Media. 
Additional spaces include one 
divisible conference room seat- 
ing up to 400 individuals, five 
classrooms and five smaller con- 
ference seminar rooms. A 40-foot 
glass atrium will connect the 
classrooms and conference areas 
in the new building. 
Smith conducted the ceremo- 
ny. Trustee David Brian cut the 
ribbon, while the first few shovels 
were done by University 
President Sidney Ribeau, 
President-elect of BGSU 
Foundation George Mylander, 
Firelands College Development 
Officer George Mayer, Smith and 
Tom Gerrity, president of the 
finance board. 
Brad Phalin BGSU Marketing & Communications 
DIG IN: BGSU President Sidney A. Ribeau, center, breaks ground for the new Cedar Point Center building on Firelands campus yesterday. 
"A new opportunity is becom-     struction of the Cedar Point        "This is a place that will con-     things the building will add to 
ing a reality," Mylander said dur- 
ing die ceremony. 
The beginning of the con- 
Center coincide with a 4.5 per- 
cent enrollment growth for 
Firelands. 
tinue to grow," said Smith, quot- 
ing Ribeau. 
Ribeau said there are four 
Firelands campus: 
BUILDING. PAGE 3 
Students debate definitions of binging 
by Will E Sanders 
IHE  BG NEWS 
At many coUeges across the 
nation people who drink alcohol 
are in the majority, and the same 
holds true for the University. In 
fact, as The BG News reported 
earlier in the week, 57 percent of 
students reported they binge 
drank in the two weeks before 
they took the survey. 
Binge drinking is a problem at 
most college campuses, but stu- 
dents often get confused as to 
what   binge   drinking   really 
According to Harold 
Rosenberg, a professor in the 
psychology department, binge 
drinking is five drinks or more 
drinks by men and four or more 
drinks by women in a drinking 
episode. The numbers of drinks 
are different for men and women 
because of the different size, on 
average, between the two sexes. 
"This definition has been 
adopted, thought not without 
some criticism," Rosenberg said. 
He said that it ignores the 
duration of the drinking episode. 
For instance, drinking five beers 
spread out over five hours is dif- 
ferent from drinking five shots of 
vodka. 
"It ignores the consequences 
of the drinking and ignores indi- 
vidual difference in body size 
and drinking history that could 
influence he impact of con- 
sumption," he said. 
Though there arc several defi- 
nitions of binge drinking, this 
one seems to be most accepted 
by those in the psychology and 
public health fields. There is, 
however, no argument about 
what binge means; it means a 
spree, thus binge drinking. 
But students have different 
definitions of binge drinking 
from those of the scientific com- 
munity. 
"I would say 10 to 12 or more 
in about a couple of hours," said 
Brien Smith, freshman. 
Smith said he didn't agree with 
the definition because after five 
drinks he doesn't feel much of 
anything. Smith said that, on 
average, he is involved in binge 
drinking twice a week. 
lamie Lodge, senior, hasn't 
drank since her last birthday, but 
has her own definition of binge 
drinking. 
"A person who drinks until 
they can't even stand up any- 
more," I-odge said. "Way past 
what any normal person drinks." 
Binge drinking may lead to 
alcoholism, which is a disease. 
Alcoholism is continued, exces- 
DRINKING. PAGE 3 
Volleyball hosts MAC foes this weekend 
by Erica Gambaccini 
IHE BG news 
Coming off an impressive 3-0 
sweep over Indiana Purdue Fort 
Wayne, the volleyball team is 
now ready to battle it out in the 
Mid-American Conference with 
two home matches against 
Miami and Marshall tonight and 
i'aturday night. 
These are big matches for the 
Fi Icons and will determine if BG 
wtl have a shot at winning the 
MAC East Division. 
"In order for us to continue 
striving toward the East Division 
Championship we need these 
two wins because right now we 
have Akron at 5-3 (in the MAC), 
Miami at 5-3, we're at 4-3," Van 
DeWallesaid. 
The Falcons will start out bat- 
tling the RedHawks in Anderson 
Arena at 7 pm. Friday. 
"BG versus Miami is always a 
great match," said head coach 
Denise Van De Walle. "Whether 
we play down there or up here it 
is always a good match." 
Miami is coming off a 3-0 vic- 
tory over Akron last weekend. 
The RedHawks are 8-7 overall 
and 5-3 in the MAC, while the 
Falcons are 11 -4 overall and 4-3 Michael lehmkiNe BG News 
<>PiitTR$ pant ■>     RIIMPINR- Amber Vbrst contributed to the Falcons win over IPFW. 
Cats subject to assault 
IHE BG NEWS 
The Wood County Humane 
Society has issued a warning to 
all cat owners because of recent 
reports of cruelty to cats. 
Over the weekend, a woman 
brought a cat to the shelter with 
a cut around its throat and neck. 
While the injuries were not life 
threatening, the incident may be 
related to others that have hap- 
pened this month. 
On Oct. 7, the remains of a 
decapitated and disemboweled 
cat were found along River Road 
between HaskinsandWaterville. 
The animal's feet had been 
bound with a computer cord. 
According to Bowling Green vet- 
erinarian, it appeared that the 
cat had been dragged behind a 
car. 
"This horrible treatment is not 
only cruel and disturbing," said 
Laura Pokorny, WCHS humane 
agent. "These are criminal acts 
that must be taken seriously. 
Those who abuse animals often 
go on to abuse people, as well." 
Three similar cases total are 
currently under investigation, all 
of them in the Haskins area. 
All of the animals involved 
CATS, PAGE 3 
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Ground troops vital for US. success 
by Robert Bums 
THE  ASSOCIATE 0 PRESS 
WASHINGTON — Victory in 
Afghanistan will require putting 
troops on the ground in addition 
to bombing terrorist and Taliban 
targets from the air, Defense 
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld 
said Thursday. 
Rumsfeld made no explicit ref- 
erence to U.S. ground forces but 
stressed that warplanes alone — 
while effective so far in bombing 
buildings, tanks and troops — 
will not be enough to rid 
Afghanistan of al-Qaida, the 
shadow)' ring of terrorists 
believed to be behind the Sept. 11 
attacks. 
"There arc things you can find 
from the air," he said, including 
clusters of enemy troops and 
weaponry. "But you cannot really 
do sufficient damage" with air 
power alone. "We simply must go 
and find them." 
Warplanes "can't crawl around 
on the ground and find people," 
he told a Pentagon news confer- 
ence in an apparent allusion to 
U.S. special operations forces 
trained to conduct clandestine 
warfare. 
Rumsfeld said that on Friday 
he would fly to Whiteman Air 
Force Base. Mo., to pay tribute to 
B-2 stealth bomber crews They 
have played an important role by 
flying 44-hour missions from 
Whiteman to Afghanistan and 
then to a recovery base in the 
Indian Ocean — the longest mis- 
sions in history. 
Appearing with Rumsfeld, Air 
Force Gen. Richard Myers, chair- 
man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
said all members of the armed 
forces must understand the grav- 
ity of the challenge they face in 
Afghanistan. 
"I firmly believe that this is the 
most important task that the U.S. 
military has been handed since 
the Second World War," he said. 
"What's at stake here is no less 
than our freedom to exist as an 
American people. So there's no 
option but success." 
Rumsfeld said he has seen 
"snippets of intelligence informa- 
tion" in recent days that suggest 
the daily U.S. bombing has creat- 
ed a crescendo of pressure on al- 
Qaida and its Taliban supporters. 
"The level of effect has 
improved in recent days," he said, 
adding that some in the Taliban 
are "starring to decide that they'd 
prefer not to be part of Taliban. 
And we have seen some move- 
ment of what we believe to be the 
al-Qaida forces and they have 
been specifically targeted while 
they were moving." 
Rumsfeld said some in the 
Taliban are defecting to the oppo- 
sition, including the northern 
alliance. Echoing that comment, 
Deputy Secretary of State Richard 
Amiitage said in a British televi- 
sion news interview that some 
Taliban fighters have put down 
their weapons in border areas 
near Pakistan. 
Armitage said he did not know 
of any defections among the four 
or five top leaders of the Taliban 
militia. 
The Washington representative 
of the northern alliance, Karon 
Amin, criticized the U.S. military 
on Thursday for not bombing 
Taliban front-line positions north 
of Kabul and elsewhere in 
Afghanistan. Northern alliance 
forces along that line cannot 
advance on the capital and other 
key cities without U.S. bombing 
of the Taliban forces there, he 
said. 
"Our ground commanders are 
ready and they want to make the 
move, and there's no coordina- 
tion." he said. Amin later said that 
Kabul was "the least important to 
us" of several strategic cities, such 
as Mazar-e-Sharif in the north. 
Myers said an undetermined 
number of al-Qaida leaders have 
been "caught up" in the U.S. 
anacks 
Myers alluded to moving 
beyond the air phase of the mili- 
tary campaign in Afghanistan, 
which began Oct. 7. Twice he said 
the United States was prepared to 
use the full spectrum of its mili- 
tary capabilities. 
"Obviously, that's not just 
bombers, that's just not carrier- 
based aircraft; that's other assets 
as well," he said. "We talked earli- 
er about special forces. So that's 
one piece." 
On Wednesday, U.S. officials 
disclosed that an unspecified 
number of special operations . 
forces had been positioned 
aboard the USS Kitty Hawk, an 
aircraft carrier in the Indian 
Ocean, and were ready for com- 
bat 
Rumsfeld has left unclear the 
exact role of U.S. special opera- 
tions forces in Afghanistan. Some 
believe it could be limited to 
training and giving other assis- 
tance to the northern alliance 
and other opposition military 
forces now attempting to take 
advantage of the daily U.S. 
bombing of Taliban military 
forces. 
Others believe it will require — 
and may already include — the 
insertion of Army Rangers or 
other special operations forces to 
conduct search-and-destroy mis- 
sions by helicopter and on foot. 
Mvers declined to comment 
on an Iranian news report that 
U.S. special operations troops 
were now on the ground in 
Afghanistan. 
Sources with opposition forces 
in Afghanistan said Thursday that 
American military officers arrived 
in northern Afghanistan on 
Wednesday aboard two heli- 
copters to hold meetings with 
Gen. Rashid Dostum, an ethnic 
Uzbek warlord with the northern 
alliance fighting to rid their coun- 
try of the Taliban. 
Rumsfeld said U.S. officials 
would not discuss ground opera- 
tions "until we have an activity 
that is significant and notice- 
able." Later, in an appearance 
with his Italian counterpart, 
Rumsfeld said disclosing the pre- 
sent or future role of special oper- 
ations forces would aid the 
Taliban and al-Qaida 
"My interest is not to simplify 
things for the other side but to 
complexify them, if that is a 
word," he said. 
Other U.S. officials, speaking 
on condition of anonymity, said 
Thursday's U.S. bombardment 
involved slightly fewer aircraft 
than on Wednesday. One official 
said it totaled 80-85 strike aircraft, 
including about 70 aboard carri- 
ers. 
Myers said strike aircraft flew 
from the USS Theodore 
Roosevelt on Wednesday for the 
first time since the bombing 
campaign began. The Roosevelt 
recently entered the Arabian Sea 
and is expected to relieve the USS Associated Press Photo 
Enterprise, which already is over- KABUL: Residents of Kabul Afghanistan look for their belongings 
due to complete its standard six- amid teh rubble of their home yesterday. Residents say four children 
month deployment. were killed in the bombing of the house. 
Gov't looks for anthrax source 
by Karen Gullo 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
WASHINGTON — Federal 
investigators pressed for evi- 
dence at research labs and uni- 
versities that may have access to 
anthrax and questioned phar- 
macies to see if anyone tried to 
buy large amounts of antibiotics 
before the nationwide anthrax 
scare. 
As a third television network 
in New York reported an anthrax 
exposure and a New Jersey 
postal worker who may have 
handled two anthrax letters test- 
ed positive for the disease, 
authorities offered $1 million for 
information leading to the arrest 
of those who sent the deadly 
spores. 
"Once again we call upon the 
public to assist us in this fight 
against terrorism," FBI Director 
Robert Mueller said in a joint 
announcement with Postmaster 
General Jack Potter. 
One scenario being explored 
is whether someone living in the 
United States might have 
worked with a foreign country or 
an overseas domestic terrorist 
group with enhanced biochemi- 
cal capabilities, officials said. 
"We think it may be ill-advised 
to think about the situation in 
terms of an either/or matrix," 
Attorney General John Ashcroft 
said. He also raised the possibili- 
ty that the anthrax attacks could 
be the work of more than one 
homegrown terrorist. 
"It might well be that we have 
opportunists in the United 
States or terrorists in the United 
States who are acting in ways 
that are unrelated," said 
Ashcroft. 
With two of the anthrax letters 
postmarked in Trenton, N.J., 
investigators fanned out across 
the state looking for evidence, 
including whether anyone 
sought large doses of antibiotics 
that protect against anthrax 
infection before the current 
cases occurred. They also 
checked sites where the sophis- 
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Ropin' Reebel & Zach SOUTH western 
Heated equipment or anthrax 
expertise might be found. 
Authorities questioned at least 
one pharmacist in Trenton 
about whether anyone bought 
60 to 120 tablets of the antibiotic 
Cipro, used for treating anthrax, 
before Sept. 18 — the postmark 
date of an anthrax-laced letter 
sent to NBC anchor Tom Brokaw 
from the same dry. 
"Anyone trying to buy that 
many would stick out like a sore 
thumb," said pharmadst John 
Berkenkopf, who told investiga- 
tors no customers Had tried to 
buy such a quantity of pills. 
Cipro is usually prescribed for 
a week to 14 days, which is about 
10 or 20 pills. 
At Princeton University, a 20- 
minute drive from Trenton, uni- 
versity spokeswoman Marily 
Marks said FBI agents visited the 
campus Wednesday. In contacts 
with researchers, "the thrust of 
their questions was were we 
doing research on campus that 
used anthrax" and "the answer is 
no," said Marks. She said the FBI 
spoke to the head of the 
Environmental    Health    and 
Safety Department and others. 
Tests have conduded that the 
anthrax in the letter sent to 
Brokaw was of the same strain as 
the anthrax sent to an American 
Media Inc. in Boca Raton, Fla, 
where one man has died. 
Health officials were still test- 
ing the anthrax sent to Senate 
Majority Leader Tom Daschle in 
Washington. Tests to determine 
the source of the anthrax in all 
three letters were continuing. 
Investigators were intrigued 
by the fact that the anthrax sent 
to NBC in September was in a 
heavy granular substance that 
would not likely go airborne 
while the anthrax found in the 
later Daschle letter was profes- 
sionally made and more likely to 
float into the air. 
Given that the similar hand- 
writing and envelopes suggested 
a single sender, the differing 
anthrax specimens suggest the 
sender may have received 
sophisticated assistance in 
between the Brokaw and 
Daschle letters, government offi- 


































KAlllING KID KOALA 
(OORILLAZ. DELTHON 3030) 
just wanted to give a holla and give a strong shout to my man 
(and label-mate) KID KOALA and his band BULLFROG, if you 
don't know, KOALA is one of my DJ super-heroes - former 
DMC champion, fresh off tour with RADIOHEAD and now 
focusing on his band BULLFROG. BULLFROG'S debut full 
length record is in stores everywhere on ropeadope (of course), 
hate to put a tag on the music, but...it's a live band, a live blend 
of soul-funk, hip-hop-jazz, and turntable skills....it's dope, it's 
tresh. 
—DJ LOGIC 
LIVE @ HOWARDS CLUB H 
WFDNESDAY OCTOBER 24 2001 
9EM $5 COVER 
In addition to headlining their own dub dates. 
BULLFROG has performed at a variety of 
Canadian jazz festivals and shared stages with 
Maceo Patker, Medeski Martin & Wood and 
Beastie Boys keyboardist Money Mark. . 
BRIEFING 
White House increases 
security at Olympic Games in Utah 
WASHINGTON (AP) — The White House yesterday committed 
to spending $24.5 million on additional security for the 2002 
Winter Olympics in Utah in the aftermath of the Sept. 11 terrorist 
attacks. 
The availability of the new money, which will come from a $40 
billion anti-terrorism package Congress approved the week after 
the terrorist attacks, was announced in a letter yesterday to Sen. 
Bob Bennett, R-Utah. 
"The president is grateful for your efforts to bring this matter to 
his attention and wants to ensure you of his continued support for 
the Salt Lake Olympic Games," wrote Mitch Daniels, director of 
the White House Office of Management and Budget. "We all 
pledge our support for a safe and successful Olympic celebration." 
The $24.5 million is in addition to $200 million the federal gov- 
ernment has spent on security. The state of Utah and the Salt Lake 
Organizing Committee each budgeted $35 million for security. 
The CDC prepares for polio attack 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Even a single case of smallpox would be an 
international emergency triggering vaccinations initially for dozens of 
people close to die patient while detectives traced every step the vic- 
tim had taken for weeks, says a federal plan obtained by The 
Associated Press. 
Although many experts consider a bioterror attack with smallpox 
unlikely, they have long called for better preparedness. Thus the new 
plan provides step-by-step instructions for state health workers who 
would have to battle a contagious disease not seen for decades. 
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is putting final 
touches on the plan, wo* that was accelerated after the Sept. 11 ter- 
rorist attacks in New York and Washington. But officials say they con- 
sider the plan operational, and have begun sending it to state health 
departments so they can designate a person in charge of following the 
rules to make preparations. 
m ssi i i hcotre presents 
wAe' 
JV JV JV JV JV JV JV JV JV JV JV JV JV JV JV 
(MuAo& 
*     by 
Alfred Uhry 
October 5,6,19,20 
at 8:00 p.m. 
October 7,21 
at 2:00 p.m. 
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REACCREDIIION, FROM PAGE 1 
programs. 
"We've started requiring more 
reports from departments on 
student progress," Knight said. 
He said the group also plans to 
find ways to make University 
government more efficient and 
increase external funding before 
reaccreditation in 2003. 
Accreditation is necessary for 
two reasons. First, only students 
at an accredited college or 
University can receive federal 
financial aid. Second, an institu- 
tion must be  accredited  for 
course credits to transfer to other 
schools. 
Accreditation means as much 
to the University's reputation as 
it does to scholarships and credit 
transferring Gromko said. 
"Its reputation would be hurt 
if it weren't accredited because 
(most) other schools are," he 
said. 
Losing accreditation is unlike- 
ly, Gromko said. The University 
has been accredited by the NCA 
since 1916. 
However, evaluation deter- 
mines   how  often  the  NCA 
inspects the University. The 
University was accredited for 10 
years, the maximum amount of 
time possible. This motivates the 
group to set high goals. 
"They might see the need for a 
follow-up report in two years," 
Knight said. "We don't want 
that" 
Gromko and Knight both 
agree it is important for students 
to understand the accreditation 
process. Evaluators often roam 
campus, questioning students 
about the University to deter- 
mine whether it is worthy of 
accreditation. 
"(Evaluators are) going to 
wonder about the accuracy of 
the self study if everyone says, 
'I've never heard of it," Gromko 
said. 
Students and community 
members will be able to influ- 
ence the study next fall, when its 
first draft will be posted at 
www.bgsu.edu/offices/nca/. 
"We'll be willing to look at 
feedback from anyone," 
Gromko said. 
DRINKING. FROM PAGE 1 
sive and uncontrollable use of 
alcoholic drinks. 
Harold Rosenberg said there 
are many factors in developing 
alcoholism or even a drinking 
problem: temperament and 
personality, drinking by peers 
and other role models, coping 
skills, impulse control, cultural 
values and rules about drink- 
ing, pharmacological effects of 
alcohol on that individual, and 
co-occurring psychological dis- 
orders. 
Whether or not alcoholism is 
or is not a disease is still a 
debate. 
"Many psychologists would 
argue that alcoholism is proba- 
bly not most accurately con- 
ceptualized as a disease in the 
way most physicians think of 
the concept disease." 
Rosenberg said. "Instead, alco- 
hol abuse and dependence are 
probably more accurately con- 
ceptualized as clusters of beliefs 
and behaviors hat are defines as 
abnormal or pathological in a 
culture that values occupation 
productivity, physical 
health and interpersonal 
predictability." 
CORRECTION: 
In yesterday's "New fash- 
ion for new generation" 
article Rex Hitts' rlame was 
mispelled. It was spelled 
Rex Shins. We apologize for 
the error. 
RALLY, FROM PAGE 1 
asking for affirmative action to 
be removed from the University 
of Michigan Law School admis- 
sion policies. 
The protest will begin with a 
"Speakout" at 10 p.m. on the 
University of Cincinnati cam- 
pus in the McMicken 
Commons building. The march 
will then be conducted on 
Clifton and Taft Streets across 
from Hughes High School. 
The rally will take place from 
noon to 2 p.m. at Fountain 
Square in downtown 
Cincinnati. Speakers such as 
Reverend Jesse Jackson of the 
Rainbovv/PUSH Coalition, 
National Director of NAACP 
Youth and College Division Jeff 
Johnson, National Organizer of 
BAMN Shanta Driver will be 
present, along with university 
and high school student youth 
leaders from around the coun- 
try. 
"We're sending people to 
Cincinnati because it (affirma- 
tive action) affects us minorities 
in the BGSU campus," said 
Krystal Cobb, NAACP secretary. 
According to Cobb, many of 
the University minority stu- 
dents are here because they are 
receiving some kind of financial 
assistance. The end of affirma- 
tive action could mean the end 
of this financial assistance, 
which would prevent the future 
generation of minority students 
to attend the University. 
Cobb added that most 
minorities on this campus 
would not be here today if it 
weren't for affirmative action. 
Mike Drane, president of the 
NAACP University chapter, said 
that the end of affirmative 
action could create a significant 
drop in minority enrollment at 
the University. 
"The campus as a whole 
complains about (the lack of) 
diversity on campus," Drane 
said. "A lot of people don't 
understand the importance of 
affirmative action." 
His opinion is shared by Iris 
Resendez, president of the 
Latino Student Union. 
"Affirmative action plays a 
vital role in our life," she said. "A 
lot of us are going (to the rally) 
because we feel we need to go." 
All University students, staff 
and faculty are encouraged to 
attend the manifestation. 
VOLLEYBALL FROM PAGE 1 
in the MAC. 
"I think it's going to be a good 
match," said sophomore 
Bridget Protas. "I think we're 
ready." 
The Falcons have had a little 
trouble in the past with Miami 
as the RedHawks lead the series 
32-16. However, BG won the 
meeting in four games last year. 
"This is a must-win situa- 
tion," Van De Walle said. "I feel 
that we'll be prepared. We'll be 
ready by the time it comes. It 
should be a great match." 
Marshall competed against 
two MAC teams last weekend, 
defeating Central Michigan 3-1 
and losing to Northern Illinois 
0-3. The Thundering Herd has a 
4-12 overall record and a 2-6 
record in the MAC. 
"I think we'll do really good 
against Marshall," Protas said. 
"We'll be playing on our home 
floor." 
Marshall hasn't been in the 
MAC for long but as long as 
they have been in the same divi- 
sion as the Falcons, BG has 
dominated the series 6-1. Last 
year the Falcons swept the 
Thundering Herd twice in three 
games. 
"I think our middles will do 
pretty good," Protas said. "We 
have a strong middle. They put 
up a lot of points." 
The Falcons will be perform- 
ing in front of past team mem- 
bers as Saturday night is the vol- 
leyball team's alumni day. 
"We have between 10 and 15 
players coming back to be rec- 
ognized," Van De Walle said. 
"We have two or three players 
off that 1991 championship 
team — the only time that we 
went to the NCAA tournament." 
BUILDING, FROM PAGE 1 
•Multimedia in the classroom 
space 
•Studying and meeting area 
for students 
•Offices for support services 
•Meeting space for faculty and 
the community 
He added that all the work 
done to bring the new facility to 
Firelands was for all the stu- 
dents. "They are what this is all 
about," he said. 
According to Ben Yourkvitch, 
president of Firelands' student 
government, the new facility will 
allow the campus to add new 
degrees. This will give the oppor- 
tunity for the students who don't 
want to go to the main campus 
to stay in Firelands, he added. 
During the ceremony, Elaine 
Williams, a Firelands student, 
spoke    about    the    impact 
Firelands had made in her life. 
"I believe that this campus will 
make a difference in my chil- 
dren's life as it did in mine," she 
said. "It has made higher educa- 
tion affordable to me and for 
many other students" 
Daniel Keller, vice-president 
and general manager of Cedar 
Point, discussed the importance 
of Firelands for the area 
"It would be difficult, if not 
impossible, to find a business in 
this area that has not been posi- 
tively impacted by Firelands," he 
said. 
Cedar Point donated $1 mil- 
lion for the construction of the 
new facility on March 19, 1999. 
The University Trustees 
approved naming the facility the 
Cedar Point Center later that 
year. 
CATS, FROM PAGE 1 
had black fur and it seems likely 
that the Halloween season was a 
motivating factor. 
"There is a pattern to this type 
of behavior," said Renee Valtin, 
WCHS shelter manager. "We use 
extra caution in screening peo- 
ple who want cats at this time of 
year and our black cats are not 
available for adoption at present 
— period." 
According to county employ- 
ee at the WCHS Tonya Tack, the 
suspect could be anyone from 
kids being stupid to an animal 
sacrifice. 
Tack said a cat was killed as a 
part of a sacrifice in the last sev- 
eral months in Wood County. 
Anyone with information on 
these or other cruelty cases 
should call the WCHS at 352- 
7739. 
>Q<^xvx^xxx)^xyxx^^ 
THE WEEKEND IS ALMOST HERE...THE WEEKEND IS ALMOST 
HERE...THE WEEKEND IS ALMOST HERE! !! 
>.    ! 
Sick of searching 
under the couch 
cushions for 
extra money to 
pay rent? 
PUT $300 IN YOUR POCKET! 
Go to www.bgnews.com and sign up for the daily news update and you will be auto- 
matically entered into the contest that will occur once a week for five straight weeks! 
Have today's campus news, breaking headlines, and sports updates sent directly to you! 
HURRY! Sign up NOW! 






For all Your Sweetest Day Needs 
The improbable Plaws 
October 22, 9:00 p.m. 
©Anderson Arena 
A performance about substance abuse that really hits home. 
Real People Real Stories 
sponsored by the BGSU Athletic Department, Student Health 
Service, the Wellness Connection - ODADAS, CASO Si FADE 
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QUOTE UNQUOTE 
/ don't know why everyone's 
so crazy with this Where's 
Waldo'stuff. } } 
—While House aide Mary Matalin, on Vice 
President Cheney's conspicuous absence. 
www.benews.com/opinion 
A torum ol views and ideas 
OUR TAKE 
MAJORITY OPINIONS OF THE BG NEWS EDITORIAL BOARD 
Stop the kitty killing 
You can always tell when 
Halloween is right around the 
comer. 
Dorms are decorated, Meijer 
is selling Christmas merchan- 
dise and weird animal killings 
sometimes occur. 
In the last month, five black 
cats were murdered in brutal 
ways. 
The authorities in Wood 
County believe that the person 
or persons responsible for these 
crimes are either kids or some 
satanic cult. 
Lizzie Borden beheaded 
pigeons before she sliced and 
diced her parents. Jeffrey 
Dahmer killed dogs before he 
dined on human flesh. 
Coincidence? We think not. 
The scary part is that if people 
are killing the cats for amuse- 
ment, they're really messed up. 
If they're killing them for some 
scary satanic sacrificial ritual 
then they need to leave people's 
poor, innocent black cats alone 
(and yes, we know what super- 
stition says about black cats, but 
who really believes that?). 
Our advice for this Halloween: 
Rent "Pet Cemetery" to satisfy 
any carnal urges and leave the 
cats alone. 




Iknow this may be a sensi- 
tive subject for some guys 
and it may be a bit risque for 
the BG News Opinion page, 
but as a columnist I feel that 1 
have an obligation to my 
readers to inform them of life 
changing events. 
As a marketing major and a 
red-blooded American con- 
sumer 1 could hardly contain 
my excitement when I first 
saw the television advertise- 
ment for an amazing new 
product. It was 12:45 on a 
Tuesday night when my life 
was changed forever. During 
a Howard Stern Show com- 
mercial break, Amy Lynn, 
Penthouse Pet, introduced 
me to Longitude, a male 
length enhancer. 
Now I have to admit that I 
didn't realize the magnitude 
of this problem. Ms. Lynn 
informed me that 67 percent 
of women are unhappy with 
their partners' length. "Two- 
thirds of women?" I asked the 
glowing television screen. 
That sounds like a big prob- 
lem to me, way more impor- 
tant than say, cancer or AIDS. 
There is hope for us though. 
Longitude can increase a 
man's length by a full inch in 
less than a month. Ms. Lynn 
gives us her guarantee. She 
drives home her delicately 
crafted argument by remind- 
ing us that, and 1 quote, 
"muscles and money are 
important, but size does mat- 
ter." 
This advertisement embod- 
ies everything that is wrong 
with the world. Upon my first 
viewing I decided that I must 
be watching a fake commer- 
cial on Saturday Night Live. I 
have since seen the commer- 
cial four or five more times, 
and I assure you that this is 
not a clever ruse. Ms. Lynn is 
in fact the new spokeswoman 
for Longitude, male length 
enhancer. Who are these peo- 
ple? More importantly, who is 
buying this crap? And what 
scientist decides that he (not 
to be sexist, but you know 
this was a guy) wants to 
devote his entire life to the 
research of penis length 
enhancement. 
Ms. Lynn also implies that 
Longitude will save you from 
embarrassment. Now I don't 
know how embarrassed you 
are of your anatomy, but I can 
assure you that it is not nearly 
as embarrassed as you'll be 
when your roommates find 
Longitude in your medicine 
cabinet. Is any of this sinking 
in? It's called Longitude. 
Longitude. 
Are we as a nation truly this 
insecure? I know women have 
had to deal with this forever, 
but now it has entered my 
domain and I'm irate. 
Don't let the makers of 
Longitude and similar prod- 
ucts win. Please stop trying to 
emulate what you see in the 
glamour magazines and on 
the red carpets of Hollywood. 
These people aren't real. Amy 
Lynn may look good in a 
magazine because she's air- 
brushed and drips silicone for 
her major body orifices, but 
real women do not look like 
she does. This is the reason 
why guys are so interested, 
ladies. Do not, feel threatened 
by women in magazines. 
They're fantasy, not reality. 
And please stop trying to 
dress like them. There is 
nothing worse than an attrac- 
tive girl trying to squeeze into 
some little outfit and making 
herself look unattractive 
because the clothes are three 
sizes too small and designed 
for a fantasy body type. 
And what happened to us 
guys? There must be some 
demand for this product. 
Some guy watching late night 
television saw that commer- 
cial and thought to himself, "a 
whole inch, eh? That sounds 
pretty good." How about 
instead of buying these prod- 
ucts we donate the money to 
something worthwhile. Hell, 
buy beer or burn the money 
for all I care. Anything is bet- 
ter than supporting compa- 
nies that play on our insecu- 
rities. Perfectly attractive peo- 
ple have developed a hatred 
for their bodies, or even 
stopped eating because of the 
impossible standards to 
which they hold themselves. I 
think we all have more 
important things to keep us 
up at night right now. 
Now if you'll excuse me, I 
have to find my credit card 
and make a phone call. 
Andy apparently doesn't 
have issues with his length. 
Please send a congratulatory 
e-mail to shotzy210@aol.com 
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I am writing this letter in 
regards to the crossword pub- 
lished in Monday's paper. The 
49th clue in the "Across" sec- 
tion of the puzzle stated 
"Characteristic of old age" 
and in your answer key, the 
answer was "senile." I was 
astonished lo read this! I 
understand that you probably 
pull your clues from a word 
bank and that these things 
are already configured but to 
classify senility with old age is 
incorrect. There is no such 
thing as being "senile." A long 
time ago, doctors diagnosed 
SUBMISSION POLICY 
The BG News gladly pnnts Letters to 
the Editor and Guest Columns. Letters 
should be less than 300 words and 
Guest Columns can be 500 to 700 
individuals with senile 
dementia. But now that ter- 
minology is not used; instead, 
individuals are diagnosed 
with a form of dementia. (A 
very common form of 
dementia is Alzheimer's 
Disease.) I was also disturbed 
to see you classify aging with 
senility! Senility in the con- 
text taken here means forget- 
fulness or memory loss. 
Memory loss is NOT a normal 
part of aging. It should not 
be considered a characteristic 
of aging either. To do this 
implies a negative reaction to 
aging and aging is not a "bad" 
thing. A proper characteristic 
would be that of wrinkling of 
the skin or graying of the hair. 
Before writing this, I checked 
with some widely used dictio- 
naries. It is true that in the 
words. Name, phone number and 
address should be included for verifica- 
tion. All submissions may be edited for 
length and clarity. Personal attacks and 
anonymous submissions will not be 
dictionaries, "senile" is con- 
sidered a characteristic of 
aging.   However, in the field 
of medicine and gerontology 
those terms have been extinct 
for years. As you know, I am a 
gerontology major and when 
I graduate and enter the work 
force. I will combat the nega- 
tive stereotypes that surround 
aging. Aging is a wonderful 
and unique process that 
EVERY living organism goes 
through. 
Please understand my con- 
cern. I just want you to be 
more careful of the terminol- 




printed. Send submissions to the 
Opinion mailbox at 210 West Hall or 
bgnewsOlistproc.bgsu.edu, 
with the subject line Tetter to 
the editor" or "guest column. * 




I was absolutely appalled at 
some of the comments made 
in the Monday, Oct. 15 article 
titled, "Students March 
Against War." 
For example, one person 
stated that "Instead of finding 
creative solutions to deal with 
why the U.S. is viewed as 
being such enemies of the 
people in those parts of the 
world, we want to just obliter- 
ate these people now to not 
have more attacks like the 
World Trade Center happen." 
There are many things about 
this comment that disgust 
me. First of all, I don't think 
there is a "creative solution" 
which would satisfy the ter- 
rorists. Did they try to work 
out their problems with us by 
negotiating? No. They killed 
thousands of people instead. 
Did they say, "We want this, 
and we'll give you a month to 
do it?" 
No. 
Such a demand would have 
still been outrageous. 
However, we were patient 
enough to give them a 
month, even after they killed 
thousands of our citizens. 
We told them what we want- 
ed (bin Laden), and gave 
them a month to fulfill our 
demands, but they did not 
cooperate. The Taliban could 
still hand him over right now 
and we would stop bombing 
Afghanistan, and yet they do 
not. They don't even care 
enough about their own citi- 
zens to hand over a man 
guilty of murdering thou- 
sands. 
1 will now address the sec- 
ond half of the quote. The 
U.S. is NOT attempting to 
obliterate the Afghanistan 
people. President Bush has 
repeatedly said that this is not 
a war against the Afghans or 
the religion of Islam. It is a 
war against the Taliban, an 
oppressive government which 
most Afghanistan people do 
not support. Of course we 
want to get rid of the Taliban 
and Bin Laden in order to 
prevent more attacks like 
that of the WTC. To say that 
this is wrong is disgusting. 
These people (terrorists) are 
evil, and they deserve no 
sympathy. Does anyone har- 
bor any sympathy whatsoever 
for Adolf Hitler? If Hitler was 
alive and setting up concen- 
tration camps today, would 
anyone say we should not 
fight back, but let him contin- 
ue his horrid acts? Or better 
yet, negotiate with him and 
come up with a creative solu- 
tion! This was a man who was 
trying to create a perfect race 
of blue-eyed blondes. Do you 
think that anyone could rea- 
son with this man? Neither 
can you reason with a terror- 
ist. They are evil and have no 
respect for human life. 
The article also said that 
"many, of the protesters feel 
that what the U.S. is doing in 
Afghanistan now is an attack 
of terrorism on those people." 
This opinion is unjustifiable, 
for many of the reasons 
already mentioned. I would 
like to ask people who feel 
this way: where is your loyal- 
ty to the citizens of your own 
country? Not only did thou- 
sands die, but think of how 
many more people were fam- 
ily and friends to the 
deceased and are now in 
indescribable pain, perhaps 
thinking, "if only he hadnt 
gotten on the plane that day." 
Think of how many more 
people might die in terrorist 
attacks if we act peacefully. If 
we act peacefully long_ 
enough, they just might get 
us all. I have a great respect 
for my country, and I want us 
to protect it. 
I'm also not sure why peo- 
Ele would feel that "the popu- 
irity of the U.S. involvement 
in Afghanistan is 'thinning 
very quickly.'" President Bush 
has some of the highest 
approval ratings right now of 
any president in history. I am 
a Democrat, and up until now 
I have detested Bush. 
However, at times like this we 
need to forgot about politics 
and ban together as a nation. 
Right now I have very much 
respect for Bush and the 
stressful decisions he has to 
make. He is doing a great job. 
Going to war Is certainly not 
the easy way out. 
PEOPLE 










FRESHMAN             / 
Did you watch "Friends" or Survivor last night? "Friends'! I hate 
'Survivor.'" / 
/ 
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'The Last Days of Ballyhoo' are worth seeing 
by Brad Klypchak 
THE  BG DEWS 
Based on the quality of the per- 
formance on Saturday, Oct. 6, 
BGSU Theatre and the cast and 
crew for The "Last Days of 
Ballyhoo" certainly deserve con- 
gratulations on a job well done. 
Alfred Uhry's script alone 
deserves some of the credit. 
I laving received multiple acco- 
lades including the 1997 Tony 
Award for Best Flay, "Ballyhoo" 
has the odds stacked in its favor 
already. The theater company 
takes full advantage of this 
strength by constructing a rich, 
touching performance. 
The play's greatest strength 
was the dead-on casting job. 
Particularly effective were the 
ways in which the elder charac- 
ters Adolph (Geoff Stephenson), 
Boo (Christine Williams) and 
crowd-favorite Reba (Courtney 
Altenburg) related to the budding 
romances of the younger charac- 
ters. Magdayln Donnelly and 
Seth Trim create sparks of 
romance through their portrayals 
of Sunny and |oe. Their first col- 
lective scene, a meeting in a train 
compartment, was particularly 
effective as the actors balanced 
nervous energy and attraction to 
start a chemistry that lasted 
throughout. The simplicity of the 
scene's staging nicely contrasted 
the elaborate living room set 
while especially highlighting 
Donnelly's emotive facial expres- 
sions. 
The play offers numerous 
opportunities to chuckle as well 
as a few full-fledged belfy laughs. 
Reba shines in the first act as the 
foil to Boos controlling wrath. As 
the storyline progresses, the 
humor is still present, yet a deep- 
er, more serious meaning 
becomes clear. As it set in 1939 
Georgia. 1 had anticipated a focus 
on the minority experience of 
Southern lewish life. While this is 
addressed, more direct focus is 
given to the tribulations occur- 
ring within the Jewish communi- 
ty. This raised issues 1 had not 
considered before and appreciat- 
ed the sincerity in which Ballyhoo 
is presented. 
My only real complaint would 
be the surprising lack of turnout 
for the show. Hopefully, the cam- 
pus community was planning on 
seeing this weekend's set of per- 
formances. Do yourself a favor 
and go to the Eva Marie Saint 
Theatre. Remaining shows will 
run at 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday 
with the Sunday matinee at 2 
p.m. Ticket information is avail- 
able by calling the ticket office at 
372-2719. Grade A 
TODAY'S 
EVENTS 
FRIDAY, OCT. 19 
22ND ANNUAL NEW MUSIC AND 
ART FESTIVAL 
"Composer to Composer: A 
Dialogue with William Bolcom" @ 
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical 
Arts Center, 9 a.m. Free. 
Concert @ Bryan Recital Hall, 
Moore Musical Arts Center, 10:30 
a.m. The concert will feature 
works by Tom Baker, William 
Bolcom, Massimo Botter, 
Benjamin Browning, Elisanda 
Fabregas. and University faculty 
member Elainie l.illios. 
Concert ® Kobacker Hall, Moore 
Musical Arts Center, 2:30 p.m. 
Concert will feature music by 
Mary Jeanne van Appledorn, Bruce 
Hamilton, Greg Wilder, University 
music faculty member Marilyn 
Shrude and graduate student 
Mary King. 
Lecture: "Experimental Video 
Autobiographies by Women" @ 
Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall, 3 
p.m. 
Films: "Trick or Drink" by Vanalyne 
Green, "The Wash: A Cleaning 
Story" by Eve Sandier and 
"Measures of Distance" by Mona 
Hatoum. @ Gish Film Theater, 4 
p.m. 
Artist's Talk: Gregory Barsamian 
@ 204 Fine Arts Center, 6:30 p.m. 
Exhbit: "Somebody Else's Dream: 
Gregory Barsamian" @ Dorothy 
Uber Bryan Gallery, Fine Arts 
Center, 7:30 p.m. 
"Cross-Examination: Intra-disci- 
plinary Videos" @ Cla-Zel 
Theatre. Downtown Bowling 
Green, 9 p.m. 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
'Try Curling" Open Ice Time @ Ice 
Arena, 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
The Hands are Not for Hurting 
Campaign @ Student Recreation 
Center, noon to 6 p.m. Come 
add your hand print to the grow- 
ing number of pledges of non-vio- 
lence for Domestic Violence 
Awareness Month. 
Fundraiser: The Delta Love 
Auction @ Saddlemire Student 
Services Building, 8 p.m. Looking 
for love on Sweetest Day? The best 
place to find it is at this event. 
Make your bids for dates paid for 
by the ladies of Delta Sigma 
Theta. A portion of the proceeds 
will go to Habitat for Humanity. 
Seminars in Biology: Don 
Cippolini; Assistant Professor, 
Department of Biological 
Sciences, Wright State University. 
@ 112 Life Sciences Building, 
3:30 p.m. Refreshments will be 
served at 3 p.m. 
Hispanic Heritage Month Student I 
Art Exhibit @ McFall Gallery, noon 
to 6 p.m. 
Department of Theatre presents 
'The Last Night of Ballyhoo" @ 
Eva Marie Saint Theatre, 8 p.m. 
Tickets are $10 for adults and 
senior citizens, and $5 for chil- 
dren under 12. To order contact 
the box office at 372-2719. 
SATURDAY, OCT. 20 
22N0 ANNUAL NEW MUSIC AND 
ART FESTIVAL 
"TransFormers" @ Little Theatre, 
Toledo Museum of Art, 1 p.m. 
Artists, composers and filmmak- 
ers discuss contemporary issues. 
Concert @ 18th Century Gallery, 
Toledo Museum of Art, 2:30 p.m. 
The concert will feature works by . 
composers William Bolcolm, 
Nickitas J. Demos, Sydney 
Hodkinson and Alex Shapiro and 
Andrey Kasparov. 
Artist Talk: "Next Question" @ 
Bryan Recital Hall, 6 p.m. "Next 
Question" features the work of 
artists Emily Blair, Pruning 
Nguyen and Michelle Illuminate 
Opening Reception tor "Next 
Question" @ Kennedy Green 
Room, 7 p.m. 
Concert @ Kobacker Hall, Moore 
Musical Arts Center, 8 p.m. The 
BGSU Wind Ensemble and 
Bowling Green Philharmonia will 
be performing the works of 
William Bolcom, Thomas Duffy, 
Michael Colgrass, Chen Yi and 
Daniel S. Godfrey. 
HAVE AN UPCOMING EVENT? 
If you have an event that you 
would like to have listed, send an 
e-mail to bgnewsevents@hot- 
mail.com or stop by 210 West Hall 
with information on the event. The 
deadline is 6 p.m. the day before 
the event. 






by Joel Hammond 
IHE ec NEWS 
With five games remaining, 
the women's soccer team finds 
itself in a precarious position. 
Currently in 11th place in the 
Mid-American Conference 
standings, the Falcons need 
tough road wins in the next two 
weeks to get into the tourna- 
ment, a task which begins with 
two road tilts this weekend. 
The Falcons will travel to 
Huntington tonight to take on 
the Thundering Herd of 
Marshall, and will then make the 
journey south to Athens to take 
on the Ohio Bobcats. 
BG is coming off two home 
tosses in conference last week- 
end that dropped them to 2-4-1 
in MAC play. Eastern Michigan 
defeated the Falcons 3-0 Friday, 
and Central Michigan beat BG 4- 
1 on Sunday. 
Marshall enters the BG contest 
at 6-6-1 (3-4-1 MAC). They split 
matches last weekend, a split 
that included a win over first- 
place Buffalo on Friday, 1-0. 
Sunday's home loss to Miami 
ended the Herd's unbeaten 
streak at home at five games (4- 
0-1). 
"Marshall will be a dogfight," 
said head coach Andy Richards. 
"They played us extremely tough 
last year (a 1 -0 overtime BG win), 
and we expect the same this sea- 
son." 
Ohio defeated the Falcons last 
season at Cochrane Field, 1-0. 
They enter this weekend's play 
with a record of 6-6-0, but are a 
stellar 5-2-0 in MAC play. The 
Bobcats will play Toledo today. 
"Ohio is a very similar program 
to us," said Richards. "Last year 
they started out 4-0, but lost their 
next four matches. They are a 
tough team, and they're improv- 
ing drastically, especially at 
home. 
The Falcons now enter a wait- 
ing game of sorts. Richards 
knows that the team needs not 
only wins, but wins against the 
right people. 
"We really need results against 
Marshall, Ball State and Kent," 
said Richards. "Those teams are 
right around where we are, and 
we could help ourselves greatly 




by Derek McCord 
THE BG NEKS 
The season of inconsistency 
continues for the Bowling Green 
men's soccer team as another 
victory follows a bitter defeat. 
For the third time this season, 
the Falcons have avenged a loss 
with a victory in their next match 
as they produced their best 
offensive performance of the 
season ina3-l win Wednesday fit 
Cincinnati. 
The Falcons have relied on 
their solid defense to keep them 
in the match and then score late 
goals to win, but the goal scorers 
gave the defenders a much- 
needed rest by keeping the pres- 
sure on the Bearcats. 
For only the third time this 
season the Falcons outshot their 
opponent as they held a 9-8 
advantage against Cincinnati. 
They previously outshot 
Canisius 20-16 and Northern 
Illinois 13-8. 
Freshman Ion Hundley scored 
the first goal of his collegiate 
career in the 53rd minute as he 
placed a header that was sent in 
off a free kick and past by Bearcat 
goalkeeper Sacha Nathu. 
It was not long before BG got 
its second goal of the match as 
Ben Vaccaro netted his first goal 
of the season in the 60th minute. 
The lead would go up to 3-0 in 
the 73rd minute when Damion 
Bennett set up Detrick Matthews 
for his second goal of the season. 
Cincinnati, 3-6-3, saw their 
only highlight of the match when 
Scott Lyons scored on the 
Bearcats' third shot on goal of the 
match. 
The Falcons, who are now 
back to an even record at 5-5-1, 
will play NCAA Division If! oppo- 
nent Ohio Wesleyan today at 
Cochrane Field. 





BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
Football looks to zip Zips 
by Erik Cassano 
IHE  BG NEWS 
The Bowling Green football 
team has been writing a new 
script for this season, casting 
itself as the winning team more 
times than not. However, 
Saturday it is going to have to 
turn its pencils around and do 
some erasing. 
It was against Akron that the 
Falcons had one of their most 
frustrating points of the season 
last year. In a 27-21 
Homecoming loss at Doyt Perry 
Stadium, they were stuffed twice 
by the Zips' defense on goal-line 
stands in the fourth quarter after 
having the ball first-and-goal. 
BG hasn't beaten Akron since a 
58-21 pounding in 1998. The 
Mid-American Conference's co- 
East Division champions are led 
by redshirt freshman quarter- 
back Charlie Frye, who replaced 
graduated Butchie Washington. 
Protecting Frye is an experi- 
enced offensive line with four 
seniors. The Zips have, in fact, 
one of the most veteran offenses 
in the MAC. Frye is one of only 
four non-seniors on their offen- 
sive first string. 
Akron will be without the 
third-leading rusher in the MAC 
for the rest of the season, as 
Brandon Payne will take one 
injured knee and 99.6 rushing 
yards per game to the bench. 
"Akron is one of the better top- 
to-bottom teams in the confer- 
ence," BG coach Urban Meyer 
said. "They are better than we 
BG VS. AKRON 
RADIO: 88.1FMW8GU 
ANNOUNCERS: RYAN MITCHELL, 
ANDY EVANS AND ERIK BELL 
KICKOFF: 600 P.M. 
ON-THE-LINE LIVE FROM ZIGGY 
Z00MBAS STARTS AT 3:00 P.M. 
ZIGGY ZOOMBA'S COUNTDOWN 
TO KICKOFF SHOW STARTS AT 
5:00 P.M. 
If nothing else. Akron pads 
some of BG's weaknesses on 
paper. The Falcons, who have 
had problems moving the ball 
(and sometimes just keeping 
possession of the ball) on offense 
are facing a Zip defense that has 
allowed 457.4 yards per game, 
the second-worst average in the 
conference. 
On the other side of the ball, 
BG's defense may be up to the 
task of shutting down Akron vet- 
eran offense, however. The 
Falcons have surrendered a MAC 
second-best 282.6 yards per 
game. 
The Falcons may have yellow 
flags on their side as well: Akron 
is the most penalized team in the 
MAC, getting knocked back an 
average of 40.2 yards per game. 
Akron's special teams shows a 
juxtaposition: They are second in 
the MAC in kickoff return 
yardage with 24.8 yards per 
return. Punts, however, are polar 
Chris Schooler BGNews 
SIT DOWN: BG linebacker Daniel Sayles makes a tackle vs. Kent. The Falcons play Akron tomorrow. 
opposite. The Zips average a pal- 
try 2.4 yards per punt return. If 
this holds true, Akron may actu- 
ally have better field position to 
start drives if BG scores more 
touchdowns. 
BG receivers 
The Falcons have three of the 
top 10 active leading receivers in 
the MAC. Kurt Gerling has the 
most  receiving yards of any 
active player in the conference 
with 1,962. David Bautista is 
sixth with 1,227 and Robert Redd 
is ninth with 1,098. 
Toledo game stays put 
The Falcons' game versus 
Toledo, which was rumored to 
be moving to Saturday, Nov. 24, 
will be staying on Friday, Nov. 23. 
The start time has been pushed 
back an hour to 7 p.m. 
BG switching divisions? 
Bowling Green may be mov- 
ing into the MAC's West Division 
for next school year. The move 
would coincide with Central 
Florida's arrival in the MAC, 
which would push the confer- 
ence to 14 teams. If the move 
happens, BG would be compet- 
ing in the standings with the likes 
of Toledo, Eastern Michigan and 
Ball State. 
BG icers face N. Michigan 
by Dan Nied 
IHE  BG NEWS 
This one counts. 
It's time for the Bowling Green 
hockey team to throw last week's 
9-1 loss to Maine and 1-1 tie 
with Clarkson out the window 
and prepare for the long, hard 
road of CCHA hockey. 
And what better way to start 
out the season than with a 10- 
hour road trip to Marquelte, 
Mich, for two against Northern 
Michigan, a team that is widely 
considered the James Brown of 
the CCHA: The hardest working 
team in the business. They even 
have a little skill to match. 
"Northern Michigan is as bal- 
anced a team as there is in the 
league," said Bowling Green 
head coach Buddy Powers. 
Wildcat head coach Rick 
Comly returns the bulk of last 
.year's team that went 16-11-7. 
Captain Sean Connolly and fel- 
low defenseman Jimmy Jackson 
anchor Northern Michigan's 
blue line. Assistant captain 
Bryce Cockbum, second on the 
team last season with 32 points 
and a plus-22 rating, will lead 
the offensive charge against 
Falcon goaltender Tyler Masters. 
Many eyes will monitor 
Masters' performance this 
weekend, as he attempts to find 
consistency after giving up 
seven goals against Maine and 
making 51 saves the next night 
against Clarkson. With a good 
performance, Masters will con- 
tinue to prove that he is in the 
elite league of goalies in the 
CCHA. 
Conversely, sophomore Craig 
Kowalski will take over full-time 
m  the net for the Wildcats. 
Kowlaski, who posted a 
respectable 2.73 GAA and a .904 
save percentage last year, spit 
time with the departed Dan 
Ragusert in 2000-2001. They are 
in danger of getting off to their 
usual slow start so far, as their 
paltry two-goal effort last week- 
end suggests. 
"The power play has to get 
going a little bit," said sopho- 
more center D'Arcy McConvey. 
"We need to work better in all 
three zones and communicate 
bener." 
BG SPORTS 
PICK OF THE WEEK 
ESPN has Fowler. Corso, and Herbstrert 
We have Cassano, Gambaccini and 
Ned. Advantage: BG. only because 
swimmer Jess McCune chimes in. 
Bowling Green at 
Akron 
Bowling Gteen 5.5 FAVORITE 
Michigan State at 
Minnesota 
Michigan State 3.5 FAVORITE 
Notre Dame at 
 Southern Cal 
Notre Dame 1 FAVORITE 
San Diego State at 
Ohio State 
Ohio State 23 FAVORITE 
Tennessee at 
Alabama 
Tennessee 9.5 FAVORITE 
Miami (Ohio) at 
Ohio 
























losses is enough. 
Michigan State 
17-13 
Gophers still have 
the maloikey from 
loss to Toledo. 
Notre Dame 
21-14 
I have to answer to 
far more Irish fans 
than SC fans. 
Ohio State 
37-21 
Bellisari out with 
brain freeze after 




Bear Bryant led 
'Bama? Me either. 
Miami 
31-17 
We finally got. sick ot 





The Falcons will 
come back after 
last week's loss. 
Michigan State 
32-17 
The Spartans will 




The Fighting Irish 
will beat USC for 
the fourth time. 
Ohio State 
28-21 
I hate to say it, but 









The RedHawks will 







hurts the Zips. 
Michigan State 
28-24 
So why can't you 




Trojans are 99.3 
percent effective at 
stopping the run. 
Ohio State 
6-3 
Think Steve "Don't 
call me Detmer" 
Belisari can do it? 
Tennessee 
17-14 





Battle tor supremacy! 





35-10      • 
Awesome Urban 




What's a Gopher? 
USC 
17-10 





Obviously. I'd get my 
ass kicked if I went 
against the Bucks 
Tennessee 
24"21 ■ 
We have an orange 
bond with the Vols. 
Ohio 
48-23 
Dan Nied is frickin' 





by Jason A Di«on 
THE BC NEWS 
Don't try to tell coach 
Penny Dean this weekend's 
trip to Louisville is only a 
three day vacation for the 
Falcons. 
At First glance, it may 
appear that the women's 
tennis team is sitting in the 
shadows of the men's suc- 
cess. However, if there's any 
correlation between refash- 
ioned personality and per- 
formance, the Falcons are 
sure to step out of those 
shadows this weekend. 
The women's tennis team 
has steadily improved in its 
two previous matches, and 
will be one of 13 teams par- 
ticipating in the Louisville 
Invitational. 
Dean might have noticed 
that her young team needed 
a bit of a change. That's why 
she exercised the most sen- 
sible perspective by forming 
all new doubles teams. 
Dean feels the change is just 
what the team needed. 
"We think that having 
new doubles teams will pro- 
vide an advantage for us," 
Dean said. "Sometimes a 
young team needs a few 
changes from time to time." 
The Falcons are aware 
that this invitational will be 
competitive, and may pro- 
duce the toughest competi- 
tion BG faces all season. 
The Universities of 
Tennessee- Martin, 
Wisconsin and Louisville 
are considered to be the 
favorites. The invitational 
will also consist of some 
familiar Mid-American 
C6nference foes in the 
University of Miami and 
Eastern Michigan 
University. 
"We're excited that we 
have two of top teams in the 
MAC competing in this 
tournament," Dean said. "It 
gives us an early chance to 
see what they have." 
* 
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Personals Personals Personals Wanted Help Wanted 
Travel 
11 Spring Break Vacations! 
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas & Flori- 
da. Now hiring Campus Reps. 
1-800-234-7007 
endlesssummertours.com 
Spring Break 2002- Travel with STS, 
Americas »t Studenl Tour Operator 
to Jamaica. Mexico, Bahamas or 
Florida. Promote trips on-campus to 














Spring B.eak 2002 - 
Organize Groups & Go Free 
Free Parties & Hours ol free drinks 
Cancun, Jamaica. Barbados 
Bahamas, Florida & More!! 
For Details and the Best Rates 
Visit: www. sunsptashtours.com 
1-800-426-7710 
Airi Ain Ain Ain Ain axn Ain 
Brian. 
Good luck on Review I. 
I know you will do great 
Your Big, Mike 
ozn Azn a£n AIII aai AEFI asn 
Good luck Lit' Jamie. Study hard for 
Review I. Big Denise 
Ain ain Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain 
Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain 
Jenny, Good luck! I know you'll do 
great. Your big, Rachel 
Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain 
AII i Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain 
Lil' James- 
Good luck on Review II!' 
Your secret Bigs 
Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain 
Ain All i Ain All I All I All i Ain 
Lil' Greg. 
Good luck on Review I! 
You'll be line! -Biggie Stacy 
Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain 
Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain 
Lil' James 
Roses are red. 
Violets are blue, 
I have a ton ol faith in you! 
Good luck at Review I babe! 
Love, your Big 
AII i Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain 
Ain AIII Ain Ain AID Ain Ain 
Secret Lil' Krlsten. Good luck at 
Review I! You'll do great! Your 
Secret Bigs 
Ain AIII AIII Ain Ain Ain Ain 
Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain 
Secret Lil' Jamie 
Good luck on Review I! 
I know you will make me proud! 
Secret Big? 
Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain 
AIII Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain 
Secret Lil Jim 
Good luck on Review I! 
Your secret Bigs! 
AIII Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain 
Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain 
Secret Lil' Greg, 
Good luck O Review I! You're doing 
an awesome job. Keep it up!! 
Your secret Big 
Ain AID axn Ain Ain Ain Ain 
Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain AinAin 
Secret Lil' Natasha 
Good luck at Review II     ■ 
Study hard and make us proud! 
» Your Secret Bigs 
Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain AinAin 
Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain AinAin 
Secret Lil Joe 
Good luck on Review I. 
Know your stuff! 
Ain Ain Ain Ain Ain Ainain 
Ain«"Lil Dave>"Ain 
Review I time is here but there is 
nothing to fear as long as you know 
all of you stuff. 
Review won't be too tough:) 
Ain-"Big Susie"«Ain 
Fall Special. 
2 months unlimited tanning $50 
Campus Tanning   -   352-7889 
HEADZUP! - HEADZUPI 
Spring Registration is coming soon 
GET READY - BE READYI 
Schedule ol classes is 
on the web NOW: 
www bgsu edu/otfices/registrar 
Secret Little Jenny, 
Your doing a great job so far, keep it 
up and good luck at Review I!! 
Love, Your secret Big 
Spring Break TRIP to 
S. Bronx, NY 
Earn 3 credits, semester-long class. 
Info meeting Oct. 24th. 9:15pm. BA 
115. Contact. Brian O 352-7534 or 
brose43402Syahoo.com 
Think You're Funny'' 
PROVE IT 
Funniest person in BG Contest 
$100 prize   -   352-8242 
Vintage Clothing 30's -70's for Hal- 
loween costumes. CAII 352-4388. 
ask for Michelle or Stacie. 
WHAT ARE YOU 
TAKING NEXT SPRING? 
Spring Registration starts Nov. 5th! 
•   SEE YOUR ADVISOR   ■ 
Class Schedule It 
on the web NOW: 
wvyw.bgsj.edu/gfiices/registrar 
KKI" KKr KKI' KKr KKI" KKf" KKr 
Congratulations sisters of the week 
Jessica Allen and Elizabeth Mulhul 
KKr KKr KKr KKr KKr KKI- KKr 
Lil' James G- 
Good luck on Review I!! 
I know you will 'DAZ"zle us!! 
Love your big, Laurie 
Lil' Joe, 
You're from Cincinnati, You have 
the best big, I'm not worried. 
Azn 
Lil Kristen. 
Good luck on Review 1. 
I know you'll do great! 
-Your Big 
Who is vour advisor Dunno'' call. 
A&S 
BA 
205 Ad Bldg. 





365 Ed Bldg 
102 Health Ctr 
2-7372 
2-8242 
MUSIC   1031 Music Bldg . 2-2181 
Pre-Maj/UPAS 101 U Hall 2-8943 
TECH    101 Tech Bldg.    2-7581 
Wanted 
1 female sublease needed. 451 Fra- 
zee 3 bedroom apt $190/mo plus 
utilities. Call Tonya O 419-621- 
4972. 
1 roommate to share 2 bdrm. 
furnished apt. Brand new, all 
appliances, own room and bthrm. 
Subleasing for 2nd sem. and close 
to campus! Call Beckie @ (440)759- 
9982 or (419)353-1476. 
Services Offered 
Worried about pregnancy? 
Get Tested 





ONE STOP SHOPPING! 
Leases available for 2001-2002 
ATTENTION SENIORS 
Have your Photo included in the 
Key Yearbook lor FREE 
Oct 29   -   Nov. 2 
9am   -   5pm 
28 West Hall 
Free Professional Photography 
sitting for 
The KEY Yearbook 
Make an appointment TODAY 
go to. www myseniorportrait.org 
or call 372-8634 
The KEY Yearbook 
••■• CAMPUS POLLYEYES "" 
BG s Best Stuffed Breadsticks 
Delivered 11 am to 1 am 
352-9638 
••" CAMPUS POLLYEYES "" 
Delta Sigma Pi. 
Lil Dan. 
Good luck on review 1. 
Know your purpose 








Tues.- Fri. 5:30 pm 





Fox Run • Haven House Manor 
Piedmont * Birchwood Place 
Mini Mall • Small Buildings 
Frontier Housing * Houses 
Ail residents receive a membership 
to Chsmrwoed Health Spa! 
Indoor heated swimming pooLsauna.HydiaSpa Whirlpool, complete 
exercise equipment complete locker room ft shower factfities 
530 Maple • 352-9378 
Mon-Fri. 8-12,1-4:30, 
    Sat 10-2pm ^2L^S 
SPECIAL DISPLAY 
PERSONALS 
Show your friends, roommates and 
classmates how special they are. 
Wish them good luck, congratulations or 
surprise someone on their birthday! 
VVekemes its New Members... 
CONGRATULATIONS 
GUYS! .Jjk 
|Two of BG's finest 
take First and 
Third at C.A.H.B. 
YOU MAKE US P 
From the staff af S 
2x2 = $24.00 with picture provided by you! 
(Actual Size) 
1x3-518.00 
with picture provided by you! 
Come to 204 West Hall 
to place your ad! 
Or call 372-6977 
for more Information. 
ITS BURSARABLE! 
Deadline 2 days prior to 










































A special thanks to ear outstanding new member educators: 
Bethanu Close I Nici Temei 
vX"1 \i/ \i/ "^ ""si/ 
I Female subleaser needed to 
snare 1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt. Close 
to campus! Available now. Call Ja- 
mie 9 (419) 308-0282. 
Roommate needed to share rent & 
utll. for a 2 bdrm apt. at 611 
Manville. Close to campus 
call Jake O 352-4115. 
Subleaser needed. 2 bedroom, 1 1/2 
bath, very spacious, dishwasher. 
W/D and many extras Hillsdale. 
$680/mo. 352-7944 
Subleaser Needed 
Heinzsite Single Apartments ASAP 
Call 352-1414. 
Subleaser needed Spring 02. Effic. 
apt $260 mo. plus electric. Call 354- 
7525. 
Help Wanted 
AMERICORPS MEMBER, full time 
position for one year term of serv- 
ice, 1/02/02-12/31/02 to provide 
case management and support 
services to families and individu- 
als who are at risk of being home- 
less. Positions are available in 
Fremont, Bowling Green, Port 
Clinton, and Fostorla. Must have 
a HS diploma or GED and a 
strong commitment to making a 
difference In the lives of those at 
risk. $833.33 per mo., health care 
benefits, and $4725 educational 
award. Send resume to WSOS 
CAC.-AMLQ P.O. Box 590, Fre- 
mont, OH 43420. EOE. 
BGSU STUDENTS 
EARN CASH FOR THE 
HOLIDAYS! 
Stop  by  the  Holiday  Hiring  Open 
House Oct. 23-24. 11am-4pm, 300 
Saddlemire. 
Lawn Maintenance-Part & Full Time 
Knickerbocker Lawns 
352-5822 
Consolidated Financial, a local busi- 
ness in Maumee. needs two profes- 
sional individuals to do cold calling 
two nights a week from 7-9 PM. This 
is a great opportunity to get some 
experience in the financial services 
industry The pay will be S10/hr. For 
an interview please contact Mike 
Cavallaro 9 (419) 891-3100. 
COOK 
Full-time position with benefits. Ex- 
amples   of   duties:   production   of 
meals, packaging individual  meals, 
portion control, sanitation and main- 
tenance in kitchen area  Minimum of 
two years experience in bulk lood 
preparation    Ability  to  pass   state 
mandated    sanitation    training    re- 
quirements.     Agency     application 
available by calling the Wood Coun- 
ty Committee of Aging. 353-5661 or 
by visiting at 305 N   Main Street, 








in 2 easy steps! 
OTep 1: 
leap oil the COVGP ana 
deposit the cover 
in the fpash 
otep 2: 
Place the old, covepless 
phone book in the 
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Help Wanted 
Babysitter needed lor 2 kids on 
Mon., Wed., Thurs.. and Sat. from 
5:00pm to 3:30am Call Tonya at 
354-7036 and leave you name and 
number if interested. 
Fraternities * Sororities 
Clubs * Student Groups 
Earn Si .000-$2,000 this semester 
with the easy 
Campusfundraiser com three hour 
fundraising event. Does not involve 
credit card applications. Fundraising 
dates are filling quickly, so call 
today! Contact 
Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 
923-3238. or visit 
www.camDuslundraiser.com. 
Looking tor someone who can 
French braid, cornroll, and exten- 
sions If so please call 354-4188. 
Sterling University Enclave 
is currently seeking motivated, out- 
going students to join it's leasing 
team!!! 
• Brand new apartment loaded with 
amenities included 
• Flexible part-time schedules 
' Great commission and bonus po- 
tential 
• Professional, fun, team-oriented 
environment 
Please apply in person at: 
706 Napoleon Rd 




Sterling University Enclave 
Cla-Zel Theatre 
Downtown BG  » 353-1361 
www.cla-zel.com 
Help Wanted For Sale 
PG 13 
Fri 6:00 12 Midnight 
Sat Sun 5:00 7:30 10:00 
Sat Midnight 
Looking for someone to write grants 
for non-profit organization & anyone 
who is interested in writing a book. 
354-4188. 
TEACHER 
WSOS Community Action Com- 
mission, a community based or- 
ganization focused on the human 
service needs of the disadvantag- 
ed, is seeking a qualllled Individu- 
al to be responsible for the opera- 
tion of a classroom in compliance 
with national standards for the 
Bowling Green Center. Range of 
pay dependent on level of educa- 
tion. Required HS diploma or 
GED, Child Development Associ- 
ate credential or commitment to 
obtain, and prior early childhood 
experience. Part-time, avg. 25 
hrs/wk, School-season position. 
Send resume to: WSOS CAC, 
Attn: HR-T/BG/BF, PO Box 590, 
Fremont, Ohio 43420. EOE. 
The Wood County Juvenile Court is 
seeking a Truancy Program Coordi- 
nator for 2002. This individual will 
work directly with area schools and 
youth on probation. This is an 
AmerlCorps position that begins in 
January 2002 and runs through the 
calendar year. A one year commit- 
ment is required. The position pays 
a yearly stipend of $9300.00 and an 
educational award ol $4725.00 upon 
completion of 1700 hours. Criminal 
Justice, education.and social work 
majors are encouraged to apply. 
Strong interpersonal and organiza- 
tional skills are a must. Past employ- 
ees have used this experience as an 
internship/co-op. Interested appli- 
cants should forward a resume and 
cover letter by November 9th to Jen- 
nifer Robeson at 11120 E. Gypsy 
Lane, Bowling Green. 
VAN DRIVER - Part-time 
Provide transportation to and from 
social services agency. Must be be- 
tween the ages of 21-65, possess a 
valid Ohio drivers license and an ex- 
cellent driving record. 12-20 hours a 
week. Must be available from 2:00- 
4:00p m and_5:00-7:00p.m. Salary 
$7.69 per hour Submit resume and 
cover letter to lorisacrc.wcnet.org 
or Children's Resource Center, P.O. 






163 SOUTH MAIN ST-BOWLING GREEN 
•        •        • 
SALOON. 
HIRING IMMEDIATELY 
opening November 12, 2001 






Applications are now being taken al 
Lonestar 
Findlay, OH 
2411 Tiffin Ave. 
419-429-7884 
•    *     * 
SUNDAYS 
146 NOIIM MAIN 
IGWIINC    GltEN 
loweuOtui 
\\Bweeted Sbafl 
*   Special tywi Iwa  \ 
5-7pm Qxiday 10/19101 
2 Linguine Dinners 
(ChoKt of Sauce: Meat, 
Garden, and Alfredo) 
i House Salads 
i Towers Mini Bread 
Loaf 
2 Strawberry Shortcake 
Desserts 




You're the best 
friend I could ever 
have. I can't wait to 
marry you. 
I love you Jenn. 
Daily Crossword Fix 
brought to you by 
1988 Volvo 740 wagon 
Automatic, goo:) condition. $2900 
409-0167, ask for Dean 
1995 Chevy Camaro. 
3.4 V6, Red T-tops 
Call Tyler. 352-8743. 
1999 HONDA CRV-EX 
Green, 21K, all options 
Call 352-6660 
94 Saturn. 175,000 miles. 5 speed. 
Make offer 373-0465 
A Conn Alto Saxophone. 
$1,100 or best offer. 
372-5257 or 836-7327. 
Bed - Queen pillow top, new, in 
plastic Full manufacturer's warran- 
ty Retail S800. Sacrifice $199. Can 
deliver. Call 419-392-7465. 
Bed full size pillow-top mattress set. 
New in plastic Retail $599 Sell 
$179 Call (419) 392-7465. 
Used Hondas and Toyotas 
FOR SALE 
Call 409-0167, ask for Dean 
For Rent 
•• 02-03 listings available now! 
Houses, apts, & etfic. Will mail list- 
ings. Call 353-0325 10am-5pm. 
1 bdrm. apt. Sublease ASAP. Sum- 
mit Terrace Apts. S390 per mo. & 
sec    dep.   &   parental   agreement. 
354-5922. ^^^ 
2 4 3 bdrm. fum. apt. w/ AC 
Available Now 
352-7454  
233 W. Merry. 4 BR allows 4 unre- 
lated people. $775/month. Available 
Immediately. Call 354-2854. 
3 bdrm. unfurnished apt. 
1082Fairview. 
Call 352-5822.  
Apartments lor Rent-Close to 
campus 3 bdrm apts, 2 full baths, no 
pets $950 plus utilities. 352-0717 
GRAD STUDENT APT. 2 br., 2 car 
garage,    AC,    close    to   campus. 
$475/mo. 352-5595  
Need someone to subls. etfic. apt. 
until Aug. 02. $250 mo. includ util.. 
walk. dist. to BGSU. 354-2259. 
— 1984 240 Volvo Turbo. 2-door, 
manual, $1,800 obo. 
•"Tires & wheels, 205-15. Eagle GA 
from a 2000 Mustang. 3,300 miles. 
$175/set obo. 352-1345 weekdays 
after 6pm, all day weekends. 
1.2 Ghz AMD K7, 256 Mb RAM. 
DVD. CDRW, Camera. 17" Monitor. 
KBD, Mouse geFORCE 2/ TV Out, 
Speakers, Ethernet 56 K Modem 
$850.00 firm. Call Dan @ 214-6757. 
SPRING SEMESTER 
SUBLEASES AVAILABLE 
137 Manville Ave. 
3 BR house 
ALSO 
Several Efficiencies 
1 or 2 BR apts 
Call 
John Newlove Real Estate, Inc. 
PH 354-2260 
4pm-7pm 
$2.00 Appetizer Buffet 
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13 Fork prong 
14 Press 
15 Office holders 
16 Remove 
18 Recover 
20 Not yours 
21 Position upon 
22 Rug 
23 Measure 
27 Picnic pest 
29 Pass between two peaks 
30 Fast 
31 In the event that 
32 Place for bathing 
33 Sun 
34 Midwestern state (abbr.) 
35 Station 
37 Cat sound 
1 Tresses 
2 Feminine name 
3 Good luck symbol 
4 Walk 
5 Sesame plant 
6 Beast 
7 Cancel a charge 
8 Element 
9 Period of time 
10 Decompose 
11 Direction (abbr.) 
17 Office holder 
19 Indefinite article 
22 Unruly crowd 
24 Newsgathering organization (abbr) 
25 Duration 











39 Blue pencil 
40 Female hog 
41 Near 
42 Climb down 
44 Likeness 
47 Gradual process 
51 Fancy shooting marble 
52 Acute angle 
53 Always 
54 Relationship with (suf ) 
55 Prepared golf ball 
56 Withered 
57 Vehicle 
40 Place of an event 
41 Be 
43 Lutetium symbol 
44 In the case of (two words) 
45 Festive occasion 
46 Large pitcher 
47 Time zone (abbr) 
48 Compete 
49 Unit 
50 Over (poetic) 
Answers 
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 9 STRAIGHT YEARS 
PISHN€LLO'S 
203 N. Main  "S™""  *2-5166 S5.00 Minimum 
Open Weekdays 4 P.M. • Lunch Fri. -Sat. »Sun. 
$6.50 Dine-In Specials 
12" 1-ilem pizza 
& 2 fountain drinks 
'Ask about our specials 
For Rent For Rent For Rent 
No security deposit. No 1st months 
rent. Only $297.50 per month plus 
utilities. To sublease spacious 3 
bedroom duplex call 308-7300 
4 bedroom house, laundry, fully 
equipped kitchen, air cond.. 2-car 
garage, walking dist. to campus. 
51600/mo for 9 mos., $1200/mo for 
12 mos 419-836-7674 or 360-6060 
Perrysburg house 233 West Second 
St 3-4 bdrm 2 car garage 2 bath 
Historical home. Hard wood floors. 
$1,300/month plus deposit Option 
to buy! Contact Sue » 283-4482. 
vrf w'in* °"e» *„ 
'#, 
Need CA$H for 
_      the Holidays? 
OFF-CAMPUS JOBS, ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS.' 
REFRESHMENTS PROVIDED IN A FESTIVE ATMOSPHERE! 
MEET mTH EMPLOYERS! 
INTERACT WITH OTHER STUDENTS! 
WHO: 0&SU students seeking 
ofP-campus employment 
WHERE:    Job Location $ Development 
300 Saddlemire 
WHEN: Tuesday, Oct. 23 - Wednesday, Oct. 2¥ 
HiOOa.m. - ¥:OOp.m.    ^^^^^^^/ 
Sponsored by:     *•*»- ^ 
Career Services 
o*n V***ieg Rep?e*e* fc
e< 
TUESDAY 
Babies R Us 
UPS 
Wood County 




Fed Ex Ground 
Hickory Farms 
